Abstract-In this article we address the problem of expanding the set of papers that researchers encounter when conducting bibliographic research on their scientific work. Using classical search engines or recommender systems in digital libraries, some interesting and relevant articles could be missed if they do not contain the same search key-phrases that the researcher is aware of. We propose a novel model that is based on a supervised active learning over a semantic features transformation of all articles of a given digital library. Our model, named Semantic Search-byExamples (SSbE), shows better evaluation results over a similar purpose existing method, More-Like-This query, based on the feedback annotation of two domain experts in our experimented use-case. We also introduce a new semantic relatedness evaluation measure to avoid the need of human feedback annotation after the active learning process. The results also show higher diversity and overlapping with related scientific topics which we think can better foster transdisciplinary research.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scientists who work on a multi-disciplinary research topic need to explore related work that goes beyond keyword search matching. Depending on the discipline, special research topics are usually expressed using different terminologies. Relying only on term matching mostly does not work in such cases. The problem is that the scientist does not necessary know all variations of the terminologies used to express the research topic. Therefore, exploring relevant research articles from different disciplines than the scientist's discipline is considered as a challenging task. We denote such a task by "scientific topic corpus expansion." This corpus expansion is also needed to perform some statistical studies on that research topics, e.g., the estimation of the number of publications per year or the discovery of emerging terminologies.
In this work, we study the use of semantic representation of the article abstract for exploring semantically similar articles in a multi-disciplinary digital library. Given a set of articles annotated by the scientist as examples from the research topic of interest, the task is to generate the scientific topic corpus by expanding these examples to other articles that are relevant to the given examples but does not necessary contain the same topic naming terminologies. Instead of using special queries, i.e., More-Like-This query [1] , [2] , we transform all the article abstracts of the digital library into its semantic representation space. Then we look for articles having an abstract representation that is close to the provided examples in the semantic space. We call this approach "Semantic Searchby-Examples" (SSbE) . With this approach, we wish to promote the fortunate discoveries obtained by accident. Digital libraries are a source of extraordinary knowledge about the world. It would then be a pity not to be able to exploit such a treasure due to disciplinary compartmentalization and scientific jargon. The objective of our proposal is to bring to the researcher the same serendipitous results as those obtained in a non-virtual library: sometimes, when we are looking for a book, we can accidentally find another one with an appealing title [3] .
In order to experiment and verify the model, we worked on a use-case with two senior scientists of a given research topic. They provided us with some articles as examples of that topic and asked us to explore semantically related articles from different disciplines that might use different terminologies. In this use-case, we utilized an open access meta-data scientific digital library ISTEX 1 with millions of articles from different publishers and several disciplines.
We can summarize our contribution in the following:
• the introduction of a novel pipeline of a supervised active learning ranking model on semantic features • the study of the importance of active learning in the model pipeline • the use of sentence semantic similarity as a measure of document semantic similarity in order to aid the evaluation of the active learning process without the need for further domain expert annotation • the analysis of topic diversity on the expanded scientific topic corpus. Note that since this problem is rarely studied, possibly due to the lack of experimental dataset, we published our dataset and the code for repeatability and further comparative studies by other interested researchers.
In section II, we present a brief of techniques that are related to the study. We then describe SSbE model in section III. Our conducted experiment is presented afterwards in section IV followed by the evaluation results and its discussion in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
According to the position expressed in [4] , we consider our work to be in the general domain of text mining, in a view that allows us to unify the concepts "natural language processing" (for the use of linguists properties and their adaptation by computer specialists), machine learning and information retrieval (for the application as search engine technology) and, more generally, data mining (for the possibility of processing large volumes of data). In this section, a literature review of the general approach of text mining and its application in the recommendation of scientific articles extracted from digital libraries is given. Due to ever-easier access to large libraries of scientific articles, the work carried out in the joint field of data mining, information retrieval and natural language processing has given rise to numerous advances in recent years in the specific field of research-paper recommender system [5] , which is the specific application domain of our contribution. We will also discuss in this section the related work on text representation, and especially text embedding, that allows to represent the documents in a form on which automated techniques of machine learning and data mining can be applied.
To facilitate the exploration of the articles in the scientific digital libraries, numerous works were carried out following several tracks. Most often they rely on topic modeling realized with latent Dirichlet allocation [6] , this modeling is used to establish a similarity between the documents, this similarity is then used to link the documents together in different ways, such as a graph, and then allow a graphical exploration of this graph [7] , [8] , [9] . Some approaches focus on the human aspects of the document exploration interface [10] , others tend to detect the evolution of scientific topics in the time [11] , or try to promote serendipity [12] .
Semantic space text representation is in the core of many natural language understanding research and application [13] . Recently, using new implementations of word embedding techniques trained on large text corpus showed a breakthrough in many computational linguistics benchmarks [14] , [15] , [16] . The main idea of the word embedding is based on a famous quotation of J. R. Firth in 1957: "You shall know a word by the company it keeps." The concept of word embedding has been extended to a sequence of words, i.e., sentences and paragraphs [13] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . However, such embedding techniques could be simplified and compared with classical matrix factorization techniques of text co-occurrence matrix, i.e., Latent Semantics Analysis (LSA) [22] and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [23] . At the end, what mainly makes difference between all such techniques is the hyperparameter tuning and the performance of the implementation in addition to few tweaks to handle common issues like rare words.
The retrieval of semantically related documents in digital libraries is not a new problem and there are many approaches to overcome it. For example, in many digital libraries the metadata of documents is enriched by set of tags like keywords or subject categories. However, these meta-data may lack a standardized taxonomy and also suffer from the coverage as it is usually a human annotated process [24] . More advanced information retrieval systems accept structured sentences as a query, e.g., question-answering systems [25] , [26] . While using high number of documents (e.g., few hundreds) as a query is considered a new application, using one or very few examples as a query is not a new problem. JSTOR digital library recently introduced a system 2 that accepts one -and only one-document, applies topic modeling to extract search keywords and then uses them to retrieve related documents with topics faceted navigation. Other document-input query types are able to accept more than one document: MoreLike-This query in ElasicSearch [1] . Starting from very few number of documents, this special query type retrieves other similar ones. Active learning is also used in an interactive information retrieval approach to enhance the relevancy of the recommended documents [27] . Our approach, SSbE, that also utilized active learning, has the ability to take much bigger number of documents as initial corpus and construct a model able to recognize semantically similar ones. Such initial corpus usually generated by using the topic key-phrases as search query.
III. SSBE MODEL
"Semantic Search-by-Examples", or SSbE, is the name we give to the method we propose to solve the problem of scientific domain expansion. In the following sections we will present each element in the pipeline of the model. We will show the model in two stages. The first stage would be denoted by SSbE p , which is the partial pipeline (without the active learning process). The second stage, denoted by SSbE, would be the completed pipeline (with the active learning process).
A. Model Overview
The purpose of this model is to expand a bibliography of a certain focus scientific topic. Such a topic is defined by a set of articles and possibly a topic label that we denote as a topic key-phrase, e.g., "human machine interface," "breast cancer," or "biological water treatment."
As it is presented on Figure 1 , we define the input of the model from two main sources: the scientific corpus and the seed articles belonging to the topic. The scientific corpus should have big amount of articles from many disciplines. Those articles may be extracted from a scientific digital library. To be usable they must have a minimum set of meta-data like the title, the abstract, and a unique index to be retrievable. It is possible to benefit from other meta-data fields like the set of keywords, authors, references but they are not required for the model. In order to be able to evaluate the model, the content of the articles would be necessary, so that the expert annotator could provide their feedback. The set of seed articles consists in a few number of examples, preferably between 100 and 300, with the same requirements of the scientific corpus, i.e., a title, an abstract and a unique index. These seed articles are provided as a kind of query-of-examples in which the user aims to find semantically similar articles possibly from other disciplines. Practically, seed articles are articles belonging to the scientific corpus, or which can be added to it, and that are annotated as focused topic. This set of articles is retrieved by matching the topic key-phrase with the meta-data of the articles of the scientific corpus. We will denote this set of articles as extended positive articles. The SSbE model consists in a few high-level phases illustrated in Figure 1 . The output is the ranked list of recommended articles that may extend the knowledge about the focus scientific domain by including semantically relevant articles from other disciplines. The first process in the model is to vectorize the whole corpus in addition to the seed articles using the bag-of-words (BoW) method. The second step is to transform the BoW into the vector semantics dense representation. Next, a balanced dataset will be generated from both positive examples, that are the seed and the extended positive articles, and negative examples, that are randomly selected from the scientific corpus other than the matched keyphrase articles. This dataset is then used to train a supervised binary classifier. The trained classifier is finally used to rank all the articles of the scientific corpus with the probability of belonging to the focused topic. A complementary enhancing step is the active learning process where the user feedback is used to regenerate the balanced training dataset.
B. Vectorization
Our system uses the common TF-IDF weighted BoW method to initially obtain a vectorized representation of the documents. The main drawback with BoW vectorization is that the information of the order of the words in the text is lost. Even there are few techniques to overcome this issue, i.e., n-gram, using BoW alone still lacks of encoding the semantic and syntactic information [28] .
The system then extract the dense semantic representation from the weighted BoW. This could be done either by Latent Semantics Analysis (LSA) based decomposition or by a technique based on learning semantic features [28] . In order to find a good semantic representation space, we computed the average inner cosine similarity (AICS) as in Equation 1 for two lists of documents: the positive ones, and negatives ones. The negative list is constructed by randomly selecting the same number of documents from the corpus. The function we maximize searching for a good semantics space transformer is given by Equation 2 .
number of comparisons (1) argmax transf ormer (AICS positive list − AICS random list ) (2) The vector semantics transformation is constitutionally a long and expensive process, however it is luckily needed to be run only once. This is true not only for a certain focused topic use case but for any other focused topic that the users would like to apply later on if the seed articles are found in the same corpus.
C. Learning Process 1) Balanced training set generation:
After transforming all the articles corpus (i.e., title + abstract) into its semantic vectorized representation, our method relies on building a classifier that would be able to predict if a given example is of the focused topic or not. To build such classifier, we built a balanced training set of both positive and negative examples. At the beginning, the negative examples are randomly sampled from the corpus excluding positive examples. This is of course based on the assumption that a uniformly randomly picked samples from such corpus would less likely be positive examples. In case the number of positive examples are small even after adding the extended positive articles, the system randomly duplicated some positive examples to match the experimented size of the dataset. At the active learning stage, this balanced dataset would be regenerated with better negative examples provided by the user feedback.
2) Supervised Learning:
In order to generate the aimed results, our method uses a binary classifier trained on the generated balanced dataset in order to compute the prediction probability of each article in the scientific corpus to be of the focused topic class. A ranked list of all the corpus articles, sorted by that probability value as a score, is finally considered as the system output. This result excludes all the positive examples used in the learning process, as the aim is to find any unexpected relevant article with our semantic-based recommendation approach.
Choosing the type of the classifier is a design parameter of the model and could be decided experimentally. We recommend ensemble learning methods like gradient boosting or random forest because of the ability of such methods of providing the predicted probability value of a document to belong to the class. Otherwise, regression could be also used.
Unlike the vector semantics transformation phase, the supervised learning is a very fast and repeatable process which is practically very useful for the active learning process.
3) Active Learning: In this complementary but important process, the user feedback is used to regenerate the balanced training dataset. This aims to extend the negative examples with the related but marked-irrelevant results by the user. The positive examples will also be enriched by providing markedrelevant articles but from different disciplines. Accordingly, the classifier will continuously better learn how to semantically separate the articles than only using randomly sampled negative examples as in the first generated dataset.
In case of many users providing relevancy annotation to the results, the model compute the average score for each annotation. The numeric value used to indicate relevance is 1, 0 in the case of an irrelevant document, and 0.5 when experts can not decide.
4) Using sentence semantic relatedness for evaluation:
In order to avoid asking the user to provide his feedback annotation, which is not an easy task, we introduced an automated comparative evaluation criterion of the results after applying the active learning process. This criterion is based on sentence semantic relatedness [29] between the titles of the seed articles and the titles of the results. We first use the Cartesian product composed of the titles of the seed and the results articles set to generate the set of titles pairs. Then, we use a pre-trained model that takes a set of sentences, i.e., title pairs as input and estimates the semantic relatedness score for each pair as an output. Our proposed evaluation method is then to count the title pairs that exceed a semantic relatedness score threshold.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION

A. Use Case from Sports Science: Mental Rotation
For our experiments, we chose to focus on a field of research far from our own field (i.e., computer science) for which there were possibilities of transdisciplinary inputs because this field is already in close connection with related disciplines. This research discipline is sports science. This field interconnected with other scientific domains, e.g,, physiology, psychology, anatomy, biomechanics, biochemistry and biokinetics.
B. Data description
In this experiment we are interested in the domain of "mental rotation" which is a good case of study because it rises interest in different disciplines such as education, social sciences, psychology or medical science. The data we use in our SSbE model is based on the meta-data describing the articles, which composed of the DOI, the title, the authors, the key-words when they exist and the abstract of the documents.
The documents composing the scientific corpus set comes from ISTEX scientific digital library (SDL) whose aims is first to gather the publications of different publishers of the last decades, second to offer an interface to access this large amount of research documents, and third to develop some useful statistical and research functions in order to exploit the available documents.
Out of many document types, e.g., slides, posters and conference articles, we only considered English research papers that were published after 1990 with sufficient abstract size (35 to 500 words). The extracted meta-data dataset contains more than 4.17 millions articles.
1) Construction of the seed article:
The number of the seed articles of our use case experiments was 182 articles. They are all annotated by the focus domain experts as the focused topic: mental rotation. In this seed article set, 29 tagged articles do not even contain the topic key-phrase in their meta-data. Only 25 documents tagged by the specialists are also part of the scientific corpus. For each article, we extracted the same metadata than in the SDL: DOI, authors, title, abstract, keywords when exist, and source.
2) Expansion of the seed articles set: We increase the number of the positive examples by extracting from the SDL database the research articles containing the expression "mental rotation" in the meta-data. Thanks to this strategy, we extracted 199 additional documents out of the SDL and consider them as positive examples. We will denote this 199 additional articles as extended positive articles.
C. Model Experimental Design
Truncated Randomized SVD [30] and Paragraph Vector [28] are two examples of vector semantics transformation techniques we considered in our experiments. The choice of these two methods among others was based on the availability of a scalable implementation in addition to the recent claimed efficiency. We first run comparative experiments of the two transformers based on Equation 2. Unexpectedly, the Paragraph Vector transformer did not result in any good vector representation using our experimented corpus. This could be due to the size and the specialty of such text corpus. However, the SVD transformer showed good results. Accordingly, we focused on finding a good design parameters of the SVD transformer. The parameter values we found the best among several experiments are listed in Table I: The results of the cosine difference of Equation 2 on these parameters was 0.31 detailed as follows:
• Average cosine similarity within seed articles: 0.4; • Average cosine similarity within articles randomly selected from corpus articles other than the positive ones (same set size of mental rotation ones): 0.09. As a binary classifier, we used the ensemble learning method that is random-forest classifier. This choice was based on the performance of such type of machine learning in many applications reported recently in many publications. Another important feature of this method is the ability to provide the probability score of class prediction which is needed for our method. The design parameters were set as the defaults of the classifier implementation of scikit-learn machine learning library (python2 version 0.18.1). In order to decide on the best number of estimators to use and to validate the accuracy of the classifier, we used cross validation and 30:70 test-training dataset splitting. Using 500 estimators for that classifier, the prediction accuracy was higher than 0.95. This accuracy value was the average of several runs with different randomly sampled negative examples. The number of runs were 100 so that we can somehow neutralize our assumption of that the randomly selected samples from the scientific corpus are more likely to be negative examples. This assumption will be also handled in the active learning process as we will discuss later in this paper.
After obtaining our trained classifier, we apply it to all the documents, more than 4 millions, predicting the probability for each document to be classified as a mental-rotation article. We used this probability value as a score value in which we ranked all the documents in a descending order. The top few thousands documents can then be evaluated and thus considered as a potential expanded scientific corpus of the topic "mental rotation."
D. Active Learning
For the active learning process of the SSbE model, we generate a balanced dataset as follows:
• Negative examples that are composed of 2 sets:
-the annotated results by the domain experts in which at least one of them marked it as irrelevant -In case the number of positive examples are higher than the annotated irrelevant articles, we randomly extract articles from the digital library corpus other than the positive ones in order to have a balanced dataset
• Positive examples that are composed of 3 sets: -seed articles (182) -extended positive articles (199) -the annotated results by the domain experts in which at least one of them marked it as relevant while the other could not decide This new balanced dataset is then used to re-train the classifier we used in SSbE. We then use this newly trained classier to predict the probability of each article in the digital library corpus. Finally, we sort all the articles by the score value with descending order to form the new results of the model. The new results should not have any of the irrelevantannotated articles in the top results. This would be verified in section V-B
E. Sentence Semantic Relatedness Measure
We extracted the titles the top 200 results for each of:
• More-Like-This method: MLT • Partial SSbE model (without active learning): SSbE p • SSbE model with active learning: SSbE We then generated 3 set of pairs from the seed titles and the titles of each method. The size of each set was 200 × 182 = 36, 400 pairs. In order to estimate the semantic relatedness score of each pair for each of the 3 sets, we used a pre-trained model 3 [31] which provides an estimation score between 0.0 to 5.0. This model was trained on an open access datasets 4 . We finally counted the pairs with the semantic relatedness score above a threshold t = 3.0 in order to compare the results of the 3 methods.
F. Diversity Analysis
Exploring relevant articles from different disciplines, by definition, should lead to a higher diversity and related topic overlapping in the expanded scientific topic corpus. Accordingly, we need to identify and define measures that quantify the rate of diversity and relevancy in order to compare the results obtained by different methods. This task is not that simple due to the large possible number of parameters even with simple aggregation like counting or averaging. In our case, we proposed to base the statistics on the words appearing in the title of the article, the author affiliations, the journal names, the keywords, or even a compilation of the keywords appearing in one or more of these fields. We should keep in mind that any derived diversity measure must maintain the results relevancy, e.g., such diversity indicators should still be relevant to the studied scientific topic expansion. We can assume that we achieve this purpose if we extract such keywords from the relevant articles in the results.
Our proposed diversity measure compares the distribution of the vocabulary extracted from the titles, author affiliation, and other interesting elements of the articles. We can base these analysis on all the top ranked articles of the two compared methods. Considering only relevant articles, according to the feedback annotation of the domain experts, could be risky in case the amount of relevant articles is not balanced between the two methods. To overcome this risk, we extract diversity indicator keywords from equivalent number of relevant articles of both methods. This means applying a kind of random subsampling from the method that has bigger set of results. So, we run the experiment a certain number of times and then we apply the Wilcoxon test [32] that counts the number of times that a method has a higher results than the other.
G. Repeatability
The developed code for all conducted experiments of this article is available as open-access in a github repository 5 . We think that this shared code would be useful for the repeatability and further comparative research. The dataset generation script is also included in the repository.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we will show and discuss the evaluation results of our proposed model SSbE with and without the active learning process in comparison with another method that is the More-Like-This query method (MLT).
A. Model Result Evaluation without Active Learning
In order to generate comparative results to partial SSbE p model (without active learning), we passed to the MLT query the seed articles and the 199 articles that we found "mental rotation" in its meta-data, i.e., extended positive examples. Using the default parameters of this query in ElasticSearch resulted into low number of results. So, we looked into these parameters and tuned them according to the design parameters of our method in order to return a sufficient number of results for our evaluation experiment. The number of results we achieved was 391 articles.
The tuned MLT query parameters were:
• max query terms was set to 150 to reflect the vector size we have in our method; • min term freq. was set to 20;
• max doc freq. was set to 0.95 × number of articles;
• and not providing a list of stop-words. For a comparative evaluation, we took 100 articles from the top results of our SSbE method and another 100 articles from the top results of MLT method. The resulted 200 articles were then shuffled and blindly handed to two experts, same who provided the initial corpus, to manually annotate each article if it is relevant or not to the focused topic, i.e., "mental rotation." Keeping in mind that none of these articles have "mental rotation" in their meta-data, the experts needed to look carefully through the whole article content to give their annotation. Inexpert annotators would be inadequate as the task requires deep understanding of the research topic to decide whether an article from different discipline is relevant. Accessing to more 2 experts in such rare domain was not easy but we think it would be sufficient for a fair comparison. Given that the annotation efforts were big, we could barely reach our minimal target of 200 annotated articles. In addition to [relevant, irrelevant], we found a third case in which the domain expert find the recommended article related and useful being partially relevant. So, they cannot label it as relevant nor as irrelevant. After discussion with the experts we decide to include such a case that would be denoted as cannot decide.
A confusion matrix for each method were then computed in order to check the agreement level between both experts. These confusion matrices are shown in Table II. +We also computed the Cohen's kappa coefficient [33] that measures the agreement between the two domain experts with their annotation labels. As we can see in Table III , the kappa score is very high for the labels [relevant, irrelevant] . It means that they were mostly agreed on the extreme judgment on the resulted articles. However, The two domain experts have less agreement when one of them use the label cannot decide.
To come up with a relevancy score for each article in the list of ranked results, we assign a numeric value for each expert annotation (i.e., 1.0 for relevant, 0.5 when experts can not decide, and 0.0 for irrelevant). The final score of each item is then the average of two expert scores. Thus, the possible score values we have for each result item are {0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. The corresponding score results are listed in Table IV. Afterwards, we computed the accuracy of both methods at the top n, such that n is the number of results, based on Equation 3. Iterating over the ranked results from 1 to the number of annotated articles, we could see in Figure 2 the accuracy curves of our SSbE method and MLT method. 
Another point of view for comparing the quality of the results obtained with the two methods using very simple measures: count of really irrelevant articles, i.e., scored 0, in the set of documents proposed to the reader by the classification method. We notice that our method obtain better results on a long ranked list of articles than the MLT method which is a little bit more efficient on the first results as we can see on figure 3 .
B. Evaluation of the Model with Active Learning
The first results verification step we did was to make sure that the new results after applying the active learning process Fig. 3 . Number of irrelevant documents proposed to be in the field asked by the user (here, "mental rotation"), that have a lower rank than the value in abscissa using MLT or SSbEp method. do not contain any of the irrelevant-user-annotated results. We verified that the top results of the new ranked list of articles does not contain any. The second step is then to find away to evaluate the new results. For that, we will show two evaluation criteria: first, by using the sentence semantic relatedness measure on the article titles, and second, by using a test set generated from the meta-data annotation of the digital library corpus that was hidden from our experiment. 1) Evaluation using sentence semantic relatedness: As described in section IV-E, we want to evaluate 3 models: MLT, SSbE p and SSbE by pairing the titles of top 200 results of each method with the titles of the seed articles. Using the introduced evaluation measure in section IV-E and a threshold semantic relatedness score value of 3.0, we obtained the results in Table  V .
We can see from Table V that the results of the introduced measure correlate with the evaluation results of the two domain experts showing that the SSbE p method is better than the MLT method. Using the same measure, we can observe that we achieved a higher evaluation value of SSbE than SSbE p thanks to the active learning process.
2) Evaluation using a test-set: In this measure, we checked how many matches and at which ranks we can find a test set of articles. These test set articles were hidden from the experiment and were extracted from the meta-data of the digital library corpus. The query criteria we used to extract this test set was finding the phrase "mental rotation" in the list of subjects or keywords but not mentioned in the abstract nor the title. The results of this test set evaluation are shown in Table VI .
We can notice in Table VI that we have 6 matches for SSbE comparing to only 1 match for the other two methods. Looking to the rank of these matches, we observe that MLT method was better than SSbE method using this type of evaluation. However, by using the domain experts annotation as shown in section V-A, we could find much more relevant articles using SSbE. We can also see that 5 out of 6 ranks of matches for the SSbE method were higher than the rank of the SSbE p method.
C. Results of Diversity Analysis
As introduced in section IV-F, we propose to observe the diversity of the documents, using indicators like journal names, departments of the authors, assigned topics or keywords. We may have a clue of the coherence of the results looking at the number of articles concerned by categories of subjects.
The initial idea was to simply observe the amount of vocabulary we can extract from titles, affiliations or scientific categories of the articles that is ranked in the top 200 results of each method, without taking into account the relevancy of this documents. We first considered single-word tokens extraction from the titles of the articles, author affiliations and journals. This single-word tokens strategy produced a set of vocabulary that are noised with a lot of irrelevant vocabulary. We also face the problem of very generic words that can be applied in a lot of domains, especially with the MLT system. On the contrary, working on key-phrases such as domain categories given in the meta-data of the articles seems to give very good and relevant results. Simply by counting the number of different phrases that we can find in the articles excluding the completely marked irrelevant ones produced the results summarized in Table VII .
The illustrated diversity analysis in Figure 4 presents the number of documents containing the vocabulary in abscissa for SSbE p , compared to MLT system. We select only the vocabulary that appears enough time (20 at least) to be considered as relevant because well used in the domain. In addition of a slightly better diversity of the SSbE p method, shown in with more blue color than red, we also notice that the vocabulary of our method includes more related vocabulary of the target domain, i.e. mental rotation. Most of the MLT vocabulary we get is very generic and can be applied to various domains. For example, the three category names in the top of the figure that have more articles produced by MLT are actually irrelevant to the studied domain. On the other hand, the key-phrases extracted from the results of our systems are more precise such as "biological psychology" or "physiology" compared to "gerontology" or "psychiatry." So, we could conclude that the amount of diversity is not enough to judge; We should additionally take into account the relevancy of this diversity.
D. Topic Modeling Analysis
To have a good overview of the organization of our data, and especially identify the sub-topics of the mental rotation domain we use two complementary strategies described in the following sub-sections. Both of these strategies were based on the topic modeling algorithm called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) ( [6] ) to retrieve the main topics. The input of the LDA model consists in a balanced set of positive (annotated as mental rotation) and negative (randomly selected) articles examples.
1) Sub-Topics on Seed Articles:
In order to extract a list of key-phrases that can describe the mental rotation topic as well as possible subtopics, we applied a topic modeling approach that is able to define and categorize a given set of documents into a number of topics. In our experiments we generated 400 positive examples out of the seed articles as well as the articles we found containing the key-phrase mental rotation in their meta-data. Another 400 negative examples uniformly randomly selected from the corpus, more than 4 million documents, compose the negative set. Since we do not know in advanced the number of topics that the topic modeling will best partition this 800 articles dataset, we iterated from 2 to 50 topics. We know that at least one topic must be a mentalrotation related topic as we know that half of the dataset consists of such documents. Indeed, the results showed that there is at least 1 topic in which its top featuring tokens are mental rotation related topics. We had this a-priori knowledge of such key-phrases from the experts who firstly provided the list of 182 seed documents. Using 8 topics as an input of LDA model, we found 2 topics with sufficient amount of articles related to mental rotation according to the features. One of these 2 topics is mainly described by the tokens list (mental rotation, task, motor, stimuli, orientation...) while the other one is mainly described by the list of tokens (spatial ability, sex differences, patient...). These results are aligned with the initial analysis of the experts who provided the 182 documents about mental rotation. This analysis provides us with extracted key-phrases for the main topic "mental rotation," as well as the 2 sub-topics, i.e., mental rotation tasks and spatial ability studies on demographics differences.
2) Emerging Topics on Results: We address the same question of the topics representation in the results and top list of documents extracted by SSbE p , first, to have a way to evaluate the quality of our results and to underline the diversity of the fields that are concerned by the scientific aspects risen by the inter-disciplinary "mental rotation" research domain. We track the emerging key-phrases related to mental rotation by analyzing the top 10K results of the SSbE p model with LDA topic modeling. We could find the following main additional cognitive science related concepts that seems to overlap with mental rotation (e.g., event related potentials, mismatch negativity, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder).
E. Examples of some Surprising Articles
By identifying how accidental discovery processes occur, [34] resumed the words of Louis Pasteur who said "accidents favor the prepared mind," adding that "it is well known that attention is often attracted to phenomena that are familiar to the observer but that turn up in an unusual environment, or to new phenomena in a familiar environment, provided that the phenomena are relevant to the viewer's usual range of interests." We consider that our approach with SSbE model will favor such accidental discoveries by connecting scientific papers describing relevant similarities seen on a higher level than the topic targeted by a given discipline.
The articles found by SSbE p model and recommended to the researchers are not always considered to be relevant. However, since these proposed articles contain semantic similarities to those used as input (i.e., the initial corpus), the recommended papers share some topic connections with the input papers and open the research on new thematics. In our study, some recommended articles surprised the experts who evaluated these documents and gave them ideas for further research in new directions. For information purposes, the sports science experts came across an article which, without mentioning the mental rotation task, evoked a near theme concerning the studies on abilities to read a map in different orientations [35] . This discovery has led the sports scientists working on mental rotation to see extensions of their work to the field of orienteering, a sport that requires navigational skills using map and compass to run in an unfamiliar terrain.
Another example of transdisciplinary discovery made by the mental rotation experts is the following: through a similarity of activation of brain areas, they find that there are some connections between the mental rotation and the sign language [36] . Indeed, sign language and lip-reading used by deaf signers are actions that require some mental rotation abilities for reading the manual communication. Scientific bridges had not been made between such fields of study until now.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel model to expand a given set of scientific article examples into a corpus of semantically relevant articles of the scientific topic. Beyond keyword matching, these explored articles might belong to variant disciplines that tend to use different terminologies. We call this model Semantic Search-by-Examples SSbE. We conducted an experiment of our proposed model over ISTEX, a big digital library corpus, on a use-case of a multi-disciplinary scientific domain, i.e., Mental Rotation. The experiment showed the superiority of our model against an existing method, i.e., More-Like-This query which exists in a widely used open-source search engine for digital libraries. The comparative evaluation was possible by having a feedback annotation of two domain experts. We also showed the applicability and the importance of active learning process in the model pipeline. Additionally in this paper, we introduced a new semantic relatedness evaluation measure to avoid the need of human annotators for result evaluation. The measure we introduced is based on a pre-trained sentence semantic relatedness estimator. We finally presented a further result analysis of the topic extraction and topic diversity. Our proposed approach produced more diversity on a set of related topic categories rather than the compared method. The code used in our experiment in addition to the script for downloading the dataset is made available for other researchers for repeatability and further comparative studies in this open research problem. This model could be applied not only for scientific corpus expansion but also for enriching the metadata of the digital library in off-line fashion. Once the articles are annotated with this semantically related scientific topic, it would be much easier for researchers to query such articles using any semantic variation of the topic key-phrase.
As a future work, we would like to study the usability of the sentence semantic relatedness measure inside the model pipeline to boost-up articles with high semantically related sentences. We also want to examine a topic modeling approach on the top ranked results trying to identify the clusters that are mostly relevant to the initial corpus. Finally, based on an enhanced semantic sentence relatedness model, we can also introduce a semantic sentence highlighter that will identify interesting part in the text of the recommended articles. This will make it easier for the user to provide her/his annotation to the system and thus to feed in the active learning process.
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